FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 31, 2019

CONTACT: Lorrie Lisek, executive director
Wisconsin Clean Cities:
(414) 221-4958 or lorrie.lisek@wicleancities.org

Wisconsin Clean Cities accepting applications for paid fall 2019 internship

MILWAUKEE – Wisconsin Clean Cities is accepting applications for a paid fall 2019 internship.

The Clean Cities University Workforce Development Program (CCUWDP) is an initiative of Clean Cities, a government-industry partnership sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy's Vehicle Technologies Program.

Clean Cities strives to reduce petroleum consumption in the transportation sector in nearly 100 regions across the country. Since the creation of the CCUWDP in 2010, Clean Cities has hosted more than 300 interns in more than 60 Coalitions. Past internships have led to permanent positions.

Wisconsin Clean Cities, located in Milwaukee, has a paid intern position available for a qualified applicant. The Clean Cities internship will give students studying business, engineering, environmental sciences or similar disciplines the opportunity to grow public awareness and expand the markets of advanced vehicle technologies, alternative fuels and practices that reduce the consumption of petroleum in Wisconsin.

Former student interns have participated in research, outreach activities, public education, K-12 outreach, fleet events and a vast array of transportation-related environmental projects.

This position is multi-faceted with many different tasks and focuses.

Tasks include:

- Engaging with members on a weekly basis
- Developing and coordinating events
- Assisting with reports and collecting data
- Assisting in day-to-day administrative tasks
- Researching articles and topics related to the transportation sector, specifically alternative fuels
- Supporting staff in the development of coalition growth

Wisconsin Clean Cities is seeking a qualified candidate who is a junior, senior or advanced degree student, however all applicants are welcome. The position requires 15-20 hours per week (determined by the Coalition) during regular business hours. Approximate internship dates are Sept. 9, 2019 through December 20, 2019. Exact start and end dates will be determined
based on the applicant. The appropriate candidate will possess a self-starting entrepreneurial attitude and be a team player.

Applicants who enjoy working in a fast-paced work environment and are willing to learn are invited to send a resume to info@wicleancities.org. Applications must be received by Thursday, Aug. 11, 2019.

###

**About Wisconsin Clean Cities**

Wisconsin Clean Cities (WCC) is a nonprofit coalition focused on promoting cleaner energy for transportation in Wisconsin. WCC is one of nearly 100 coalitions across the country affiliated with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities program, which brings together stakeholders to increase the use of sustainable transportation options and improve air quality. WCC concentrates its efforts on educating businesses and municipalities throughout Wisconsin. Learn more at [www.wicleancities.org](http://www.wicleancities.org).